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More seismographs set up at Borabanda

CSIR-NGRI                                                                                 24th October 2017

The residents of Borabanda and surrounding areas said that they were woken by the

tremors in the early hours of Saturday.

Hyderabad: As many as 16 microearthquakes were recorded in Borabanda between 6.30

pm on Saturday and 8 am on Sunday, according to the National Geophysical Research

Institute (NGRI).

NGRI chief scientist D. Srinagesh, who heads the seismology observatory, said, “We have

installed additional seismographs at the points where the microearthquakes were recorded.

There is no danger, but nature can surprise us at any time.”

He said based on previous experience in areas such as Jubilee Hills, Vanasthalipuram,

Nanded and Nellore, hydro-seismicity is recorded after periods of heavy rains as the water

percolates into the ground.

He said that most microearthquakes happen in areas such as Borabanda, which have hard

rock. “The phenomenon responsible for the microearthquakes is called hydro-seismicity.”

The residents of Borabanda and surrounding areas said that they were woken by the

tremors in the early hours of Saturday.

Deputy Mayor Baba Fasiuddin visited the area on Saturday night and advised residents

not to panic. He assured them of assistance in case of an emergency. The residents offered

special prayers at Bharathnagar on Sunday. Published in:
Deccan Chronicles

http://www.deccanchronicle.com/nation/current-affairs/231017/more-seismographs-set-up-at-borabanda.html
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Organic near-infrared filter developed by NIIST team

CSIR-NIIST                                                                                 24th October 2017

A. Ajayaghosh, right, and Samrat Ghosh. | Photo Credit: Special Arrangement

Can be used in night vision glasses and night

photography

An organic filter that allows only near-infrared

(NIR) light to pass through has been developed

by scientists at the CSIR-National Institute for

Interdisciplinary Science and Technology

(CSIR-NIIST) based in

Thiruvananthapuram.The new NIR filter can

be used for night vision glasses, night

photography, and will have applications in

security and forensics such as identifying blood

stains on a dark fabric.Currently available

inorganic filters are expensive and brittle

whereas organic filters are easy to process and

flexible too.The filter was prepared by mixing

a black dye (diketopyrrolopyrrole or DPP)

having an amide group that helps the

molecules to be in closecontact with each

other and interact, leading to changes in

their optical properties.“The amide group

helps in binding and self-assembly of the

molecule leading to the formation of a

soft organogel,” says Ayyappanpillai

Ajayaghosh, Director of NIIST, who led

the team of researchers.

Organogel is key

The organogel-based filter has the ability

to absorb both ultraviolet and visible light

while allowing the near-infrared light

alone to pass through. The nanofibres

formed through the self-assembly of the

DPP molecules are responsible for the

broad light absorption of the material,

making it appear dark.The researchers

developed the filter by mixing the

organogel with a transparent polymer

(polydimethylsiloxane). The addition of

the dye turns the transparent polymer

into a semi-transparent one and the filter

appears black as it absorbs most of the

http://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/Special-Arrangement/
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ultraviolet-visible light.“Only very little of the organogel has to be added to the polymer

to make the filter. The material is present throughout the polymer matrix even though

very little is added,” says Samrat Ghosh from the Chemical Sciences and Technology

Division at NIIST and the first author of the paper published in the journal Advanced

Materials.

The filter was found to absorb light from 300-850 nm (both ultraviolet, visible and a part

of NIR light) and transmit NIR light from 850-1500 nm. The researchers tested it for

night photography and found the filter responsive only to NIR light.

Dried blood stains on a black cloth that remained invisible to naked eyes became clearly

visible and detectable when viewed through a camera with the NIR filter. Tampering of a

cheque which was not discernible to naked eyes could be easily identified when viewed

through a camera with the filter.

A potential application of the new material is in the design of hidden security codes on

documents which can be viewed only through a NIR-readable camera.

Published in:
The Hindu

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/organic-near-ir-filter-developed/article19913976.ece
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NML to host training programme on ‘Monitoring and Prevention 

of  Industrial Corrosion

CSIR-NML                                                                                   24th October 2017

Jamshedpur: Corrosion is one of the prime

reasons causing material failures in industrial

sectors such as energy, manufacturing,

transportation, infrastructure where the

plant machineries are made out of metals and

alloys.The financial loss due to corrosion

failures is estimated as 300 billion dollar per

annum in India. To reduce this loss, it is

therefore mandatory to gain knowledge and

experience in how to monitor and prevent

corrosion in Industrial environment.During

24-27 October 2017, the professional training

programme on Monitoring and Prevention

of Industrial Corrosion (MPiC 2017) will

address various aspects of metallurgical

corrosion investigations and metallurgical

failures due to corrosion.This exclusive

training programme is designed essentially

for professionals working in the Industry

which is being organized by Research

Planning & Business Division (RPBD)

along with Material Engineering(MTE)

Division of CSIR-NML.The programme

will be inaugurated on 24th October 2017

by Dr. I.Chattoraj, Director of CSIR-NML.

The venue of the inaugural Programme

will be the Lecture Hall.

Delegates from organizations such as Tata

Steel, Quaker Chemical, GEC College,

Reliance Industries, PFIZER, BHEL, CESE

and BPCL are attending MPiC 2017.The

objectives of the training programmes are-

to enhance technical knowledge in

monitoring and prevention of industrial

corrosion, to offer hands-on training on

state-of-the-art equipment facility and to

develop interaction between R&D

laboratory, industry and academic

institutions.
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Lectures on Corrosion fundamentals, Corrosion evaluation technique, Corrosion failure

investigation, Corrosion prevention techniques will be delivered by scientists of MTE

division of CSIR-NML in addition to hands-on training on various equipment facilities

such as Corrosion rate measurement, Electrochemical impedance and corrosion resistance,

Salt spray, humidity, UV exposure and NDT methods.

On 27th October 2017 Valedictory function will be held and the participants will be given

certificates of participation. To promote technopreneurship focusing on business ideas on

technologies for corrosion prevention, on 27th October 2017, a pitching session will be

held after 4:30 p.m. which is a regular event of CSIR-NML Technology Business

Innovation Centre

Published in:
The Avenue Mail

https://www.avenuemail.in/jamshedpur/nml-to-host-training-programme-on-monitoring-and-prevention-of-industrial-corrosion/114760/
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Scientists stumble upon potential drug for diabetes

CSIR-IICB                                                                                   25th October 2017

A team of Indian researchers has stumbled upon a potential new drug target for treating

diabetes while on the path to unravel the mystery behind the spurt in levels of a protein

linked to the disease.The team from Kolkata's CSIR-Indian Institute of Chemical Biology,

Republic of Korea's Institute for Basic Science (IBS), Kolkata's Vidyasagar College and the

Institute of Postgraduate Medical Education and Research (IPGMER) here has in a recent

study answered a long standing question as to why diabetics have more amount of an

enzyme called dipeptidyl peptidase 4 or DPP4 in their blood.To rein in the levels, diabetics

take a group of pills called DPP4 inhibitors: sitagliptin, vildagliptin, saxagliptin etc.But

why diabetic patients start accumulating DPP4 in the blood is still an enigma.The team led

by CSIR-IICB's Partha Chakrabarti identified the contribution of a particular class of

white blood cells called T lymphocytes (Th17) behind the aberrant abundance of DPP4 in

diabetics."Diabetics have abundant DPP4 in blood (we first time showed it for Indian

patients), but its tissue source was not known. We found that certain immune cells (Th17

cells) shed DPP4 at enhanced rate. This process needs another enzyme KLK5. This is a

new finding that answers a long standing question as to why diabetics have more DPP4,"

Chakrabarti told IANS.Kallikrein-related peptidase 5 or KLK5 cleaves off the DPP4

present on the surface of Th17 cells and the freely circulating DPP4 starts piling up in

blood.DPP4 destroys the hormone incretin that stimulates insulin secretion in response to

meals. Incretin assists the body in producing more insulin only when it is needed and

reduces the amount of glucose being produced by the liver when it is not needed."This

new discovery points to KLK5 as another interesting target for antidiabetic therapy,"

Chakrabarti said.The results were published in the journal Molecular Metabolism in

September.The study was carried out by Titli Nargis, a senior research fellow in

Chakrabarti's lab.The interdisciplinary work had contributions from research fellows
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Krishna Kumar and Amrit Raj Ghosh and scientists Dipyaman Ganguly and Saikat

Chakrabarti - all from CSIR-IICB.

Dipayan Rudra and Amit Sharma from IBS, Korea, also joined hands with the Kolkata

team for this study.

IPGMER's Satinath Mukhopadhyay from the Department of Endocrinology was the

clinical collaborator in the work.

Published in:
Business Standard

http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/scientists-stumble-upon-potential-drug-target-for-diabetes-117102500537_1.html
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Workshop Begins at IIP

CSIR-IIP                                                                                     24th October 2017
A five-day workshop on energy for economic development and welfare began at the CSIR-

Indian Institute of Petroleum (IIP) here on Monday. The workshop being held by the

institute in partnership with the University of Surrey, United Kingdom is aimed at

addressing the energy-related economic development issues.The coordinator of Newton-

Bhabha Fund Research Link Workshops, United Kingdom, Jhuma Sadhukhan formally

inaugurated the workshop along with the IIP director Anjan Ray and others.Addressing

the gathering, Sadhukhan spoke on the purpose and objectives of the workshop. Other

scientists who expressed their views on the occasion spoke on the need for sustainability in

energy consumption and economic growth apart from the institute’s contributions.The

session concluded with the IIP director expressing his views on economic development,

innovation and sustainability in the Indian energy scenario and opportunities for jointly

addressing the global issues.The workshop is being attended by academicians, scientists,

and engineers from the United Kingdom and India with the purpose of brainstorming on

shared concerns and contemporary issues such as sustainable development, waste

utilisation, and economic growth in the spirit of bilateral cooperation. The event has been

sponsored by the British Council Researcher Links, Royal Society of Chemistry, and the

Newton-Bhabha FundOther than lectures and technical presentations, the workshop will

also include hands-on demonstration sessions, laboratory visits at IIP, and round-table

discussions on short-term and long-term collaborations.It is expected that the workshop

will help in translation of laboratory research to address the societal problems and drive

innovation of new ideas, materials, and products for the welfare of communities via

sharing of expertise between both the countries. It will also augment the knowledge of the

participants in various research areas to solve the problems in the path of sustainable

development across manifold dimensions, stated IIP officials. Published in:
Deccan Chronicles

http://www.dailypioneer.com/state-editions/dehradun/workshop-begins-at-iip.html
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